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The purpose of this paper is to show how the decomposition theory of linear
autonomous and pseudo almost periodic systems can be used to obtain results for
``perturbed'' linear systems with pseudo almost periodic coefficients. This theory
together with a natural adaptation of the methods for ordinary differential equa-
tions yields the results in an elementary manner. No attempt is made to present
the results in the most general form since our primary concern is to indicate the
variety of problems to which the methods are applicable. The essential mean used
is the exponential dichotomy method. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of exponential dichotomies has played a center role in the
study of ordinary differential equations and diffeomorphisms for finite
dimensional dynamical systems. This theory, which addresses the issue of
strong transversality in dynamical systems, originated in the pioneering
 .  .works of Lyapunov 1892 and Poincare 1890 . During the last few yearsÂ
one finds an ever growing use of exponential dichotomies to study the
dynamical structures of various partial differential delay equations; see, for
 .  .  .example, Foias, Sell, and Temam 1988 , Hale 1988 , Henry 1981 , and
 .Temam 1988 . Because of this, one wants to find necessary and sufficient
conditions for the occurrence of exponential dichotomies for linear evolu-
tionary systems on an infinite dimensional Banach space.
In this paper we present some quite simple results concerning pseudo
almost periodic solutions of some delay differential equations using the
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theory of exponential dichotomy. We start with general propositions about
linear equations, then we establish some new facts about bounded solu-
tions.
As for the space of almost periodic functions and some of its generaliza-
tions, pseudo almost periodic functions have many applications in the
theory of functional differential equations.
To give precise formulations, we recall some basic definitions and facts
from vector valued pseudo almost periodic functions in Section 2; the main
theorem on pseudo almost periodic solutions of the autonomous linear
system is proven in Section 3. Section 4 is concerned with the nonau-
tonomous forced linear system, before giving some definitions on exponen-
tial dichotomy.
Preliminary
We are concerned with the delay differential equation
dx
t s Lx q f t . .  .tdt
w x n.Let r be a fixed positive number. C s C yr, 0 , R is the Banach space
w xof continuous functions on yr, 0 with norm
5 5 < <f s sup f u : yr F u F 0 . 4 .
w x nIf x is a continuous map of a y r, b into R , then x g C is given, fort
each a F t - b, by
x u s x t q u , yr F u F 0. .  .t
w x n. nL is a continuous linear operator from C s C yr, 0 , R into R . For
w xmore details on this class of equations, we can refer to J. K. Hale 8 and
w xJ. K. Hale and V. Lunel 9 .
2. SOME RESULTS ON PSEUDO ALMOST
PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
w x  5 5.DEFINITION 2.1 5 . Let E, ? be a Banach space over a scalar field.
The function f : R ª E is called almost periodic if:
 .i f is continuous,
 .  .ii for each « ) 0 there exists an l « ) 0, such that every interval
 .I of length l « contains a number t with the property that
5 5f t q t y f t - « , for all t g R. .  .
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Set
w : R ª E, continuous bounded and¡ ¦~ ¥1 hP AP R, E s . .0 5 5lim w s ds s 0 .H¢ §2hhª` yh
w xDEFINITION 2.2 1 . A function f : R ª E is called pseudo almost
periodic if
f s g q w ,
 .  .where g g AP R, E and w g P AP R, E .0
Remark 1. Note that g and w are uniquely determined in terms of f.
Indeed, since
1 h
5 5N w s lim w s ds .  .H2hhª` yh
 .  .is a norm on AP R, E , then if f g P AP R, E and
f s g q w s g q w ,1 1 2 2
 .one has N g y g s 0, which implies that g s g , thus, w s w . g and1 2 1 2 1 2
w are called the almost periodic component and the ergodic perturbation,
 .respectively, of the function f. We shall use the notation P AP R, E for
the Banach space of bounded and continuous pseudo almost periodic
functions defined on R with values in E equipped with the uniform norm
5 5 5 5f s sup f t . .P A P R , E . E
tgR
 .  2 .EXAMPLE. f t s sin t q sin p t q 1r 1 q t .
3. AUTONOMOUS LINEAR EQUATION
In this section we consider some properties of the homogeneous linear
equation
dx t .
s Lx , 1 .tdt
where L is a continuous linear mapping from C into R n. This hypothesis
 .  .implies that there exists an n = n matrix h u : yr F u F 0, whose
elements are of bounded variation
0
L F s dh u F u . 2 .  .  .  .H
yr
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 .  .If F is any given function in C and x F is the unique solution of Eq. 1t
 .with initial data at zero, the solution operator T t is given by
T t F s x F , for t G 0. .  .t
  ..THEOREM 3.1. The solution operator T t is a C semigroup witht G 0 0
infinitesimal generator
dF dF dF
D A s F g C : g C and 0 s L F and AF s . .  .  . 5du du du
 .Furthermore the spectrum s A consists of eigen¨alues and is gi¨ en by
s A s l g C : det D l s 0 , 4 .  .
where
0
luD l s lI y e dh u . .  .H
yr
  . 4THEOREM 3.2. Let L s l g s A : Re l ) 0 and suppose C is decom-
posed by L as
C s P [ Q .L L
Then there exist positi¨ e constants k and c such that
5 PL 5 ctT t F F ke , t F 0, .
5 QL 5 yc tT t F F ke , t G 0. .
 .We know that T t can be defined on P , for y` - t - `.L
In the sequel we consider the equation
dx t .
s Lx q f t , 3 .  .tdt
where f : R ª R n is continuous.
w x  .THEOREM 3.3 9 . Assuming that s A l iR s B, then for all bounded
 .functions f , Eq. 3 has one and only one bounded solution.
 .The solution of Eq. 3 with initial value F at s is
t
x s T t y s F q d K t , s f s , .  .  .Ht
s
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where
s
K t , s u s X t q u y a da , t G s , .  .  .H
s
 .  .and X ? denotes the fundamental matrix solution of system 1 .
Assuming that C is decomposed by L as P [ Q then the solution is
given by
x s x P q xQ ,t t t
where
tP P Px s T t y s F q T t y s X f s ds, t G s , .  .  .Ht o
s
and
t QQ Qx s T t y s F q d K t , s f s , t G s . .  .  .Ht
s
w xWe know 9 that there exist Q, C g Q, such that
tyr¡
T b Q db if t y s G r .H
tysyrQ ~K t , s s 4 .  .
tyr
T b Q db q C if t y s F r . .H¢
0
Now, we are in measure to prove our main result of this section.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Assuming that s A l iR s B, if f is pseudo almost
 .periodic, then Eq. 2 has one and only one bounded solution which is also
pseudo almost periodic.
 .Proof. By Theorem 3.3, Eq. 2 has one and only one solution which is
given by
x s x P q xQ .t t t
We will show that both
t PT t y s X f s ds, .  .H o
`
and
t Qd K t , s f s .  .H
y`
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are pseudo almost periodic. Assuming that f s g q w, where g is its
almost periodic component and w satisfies
1 h
5 5lim w t dt s 0, .H2hhª` yh
we will to show that
t PT t y s X g s ds, .  .H o
`
and
t Qd K t , s g s .  .H
y`
 .are almost periodic. Let a s a be a real sequence. By almost periodic-n n
ity of f there exists a subsequence of a noted by a 9 and a continuous
function r such that
r t s lim g t q a X , uniformly in R. .  .n
nª`
So,
t tXP PT t y s X g s q a ds ª T t y s X r s ds uniformly in R, .  .  .  .H Ho n o
` `
and
t QX Xd K t , s q a g s q a .  .H n n
y`
t Qª d K t , s r s uniformly in R. .  .H
y`
This is true for a sequence a . So
t PT t y s X g s ds, .  .H o
`
and
t Qd K t , s g s .  .H
y`
are almost periodic. It remains to show that
1 h t Plim T t y s X w s ds dt s 0, 5 .  .  .H H o2hhª` yh `
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and
1 h t Qlim d K t , s w s dt s 0. 6 .  .  .H H2hhª` yh y`
Let us put
t Pa t s T t y s X w s ds and .  .  .H o
`
t Q
b t s d K t , s w s . .  .  .H
y`
 .Using the relation 4 , there exists a positive constant M such that
1 h
5 5lim b t dt .H2hhª` yh
M h t
5 5F lim exp yc t y s w s ds dt .  . .H H2hhª` yh y`
M h yh
5 5s lim dt exp yc t y s w s ds .  . .H H /2hhª` yh y`
M h t
5 5q lim dt exp y c t y s w s ds .  .H H 52hhª` yh yh
M h t
5 5s lim dt exp yc t y s w s ds .  . .H H /2hhª` yh yh^ ` _
J1M h yh
5 5q lim dt exp yc t y s w s ds . .  . .H H2hhª` yh y`^ ` _
J2
Now,
M h t
5 5J s lim w t dt exp yc t y s ds, .  . .H H1 2hhª` yh yh
tM 1h
5 5s lim w t dt exp y c t y s , .  .H  52h chª` yh yh
M 1h
5 5s lim w t dt 1 y exp yc t q h . .  . .H  52h chª` yh
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Since
yh F t F h and c ) 0,
1
then 1 y exp y c t q h is bounded. .
c
Ä n .Furthermore, w g P AP R, R , then J s 0. Also,0 1
M h yh
5 5J s lim dt w s exp yc t y s ds. .  . .H H2 2hhª` yh y`
By using the Fubini theorem, one has
M yh h
5 5J s lim exp cs w s ds exp yc t dt , .  .  . .H H2 2hhª` y` yh
M 1yh
5 5s lim w exp cs ds exp ych y exp ch , .  .  .H  /2h chª` y`
M 1
5 5s lim w 1 y exp y2ch . .2 /2h chª`
It is clear that J s 0. By the similar argument we show that2
1 h
5 5lim b t dt s 0. .H2hhª` yh
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.
EXAMPLE.
dx
t s Bx t y r q f t , 7 .  .  .  .
dt
where B is n = n matrix and f is a pseudo almost periodic function. The
spectrum of A is given by the following characteristic equation associated
to the homogeneous part
det zI y Beyz r s 0. .
 .Let ya for j s 1 to n be the eigenvalues of the matrix B, thenj
n
yz r yz rdet zI y Be s z q a e . .  . j
js1
It will follow that the roots of the characteristic equation are the roots of
z q a eyz r s 0, for all j. 8 .j
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 .Assuming that for all j the intersection of the set of all roots of Eq. 8 and
the imaginary axis is empty, which is true if
p
0 - ra - , for all j,j 2
 .  .then for all j the roots of Eq. 8 have negative real parts. Then s A l
 .iR s B. So for any pseudo almost periodic function f , Eq. 10 has one
and only one bounded solution which is pseudo almost periodic.
4. NONAUTONOMOUS LINEAR EQUATION
In this part we are concerned with the linear delay differential equation
dx
t s L t x . 9 .  .  .tdt
w xDEFINITION 4.1 9 . We say that the system of functional differential
 .equations 9 admits an exponential dichotomy on R, if the solution
 .operator T t, s satisfies the following property: there exist positive con-
 .   .stants k ) 1, c ) 0, and a projection operator P s : E ª E, P s s
2 ..  .  .P s , s g R, such that if Q s s I y P s , then
 .  .  .  .  .i T t, s P s s P t T t, s , t G s;
 .  .   ..ii The restriction T t, s R Q s , t G s, is an isomorphism of
  ..   ..  .R Q s onto R Q t and we define T s, t as the inverse mapping;
 . <  .  . <   ..iii T t, s P s F k exp yc t y s , for s F t;
 . <  .  .. <   ..iv T t, s Q s F k exp yc t y s , for s G t.
 .The operator P t is called the projection operator of the dichotomy.
 .  .The solution of system 9 with initial value at time s in the range of P s
  ..  .resp. Q s approaches zero exponentially at t ª q` resp. t ª y` .
In the sequel, we are going to apply the exponential dichotomy theory to
prove the existence of pseudo almost periodic solutions for some delay
 .differential equations of type 10 , which has pseudo almost periodic
coefficients.
 .For s , f g R = C, consider the linear system
dx t .
s L t x q f t , t G s .  .tdt 10 .
x s f .s
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 .  .Also, assume that there exists an n = n matrix h t, u : measurable in
 .t, u g R = R normalized so that
h t , u s 0 for u G 0, h t , u s h t , yr for u F yr .  .  .
whose elements are of bounded variation, and the linear mapping
L t : C ¬ R n .
is given by
0
L t F s d h t , u F u , for all t g R and F g C. 11 .  .  .  .H
yr
 .  .If F is any given function in C and x F is the unique solution of Eq. 10
 .with initial data at zero, the solution operator T t, s is given by
T t , s F s x ?; s , F , for t G s . .  .t
 .  .In the sequel, we define X t, s s 0 for t - s and call X t, s the funda-
 . w xmental matrix solution of system 9 . For more details we can refer to 9 .
w x  .  .PROPOSITION 4.2 9 . Assume that L t is almost periodic in t and Eq. 9
 .has an exponential dichotomy. Then, for any f g BC R, R , it follows that Eq.
 .  .  .10 has a unique solution Sf g BC R, C . Moreo¨er if f g P AP R, R , then
 .Sf g P AP R, R .
w xProof. In 9 for all bounded functions f , the unique bounded solution
is given by
q`t
Sf t s d P s K t , s f s y d Q s K t , s f s , .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
y` t
 .where the function K t, s is defined by
s
K t , s u s X t q u , a da , .  .  .H
s
 .  .and X t, s is the fundamental matrix solution to system 9 . For the
 .  .  .second part, it suffices to show that, if f t s g t q w t , where g g
n Ä n Ä n .  .  .AP R, R , and w g P AP R, R , then Sw g P AP R, R , or0 0
1 h
5 5lim Sw t dt s 0. .H2hhªq` yh
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Indeed,
1 h
5 5Sw t dt .H2h yh
q`1 h t
F d P s K t , s w s y d Q s K t , s w s dt. .  .  .  .  .  .H H H2h yh y` t
1 h t
s d P s K t , s w s dt .  .  .H H2h yh y`^ ` _
I h .
1 h t
q d Q s K t , s w s dt . .  .  .H H2h yh y`^ ` _
J h .
Now, using the exponential dichotomy property, the proof is similar to the
one given in Theorem 3.4.
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